Nergica Unveils Event Calendar
This year’s program features rich content presented in an interactive formula
and structured networking

Gaspé, February 22, 2021 – Nergica released the details of its annual calendar of events,
specially concocted for the renewable energy industry while aiming to address the hottest topics
in the sector. By focusing on interactive events and “braindates” (structured, collaborative
networking sessions), these experience-oriented formulas are a far cry from your typical Zoom
meetings or events!
In order to actively participate in the economic recovery while supporting the renewables
industry, virtual braindates have been designed around two highly consequential areas of
development in Quebec and throughout Canada: energy storage and solar power. Driven by the
platform e180, these professional pairing sessions facilitate knowledge exchange and the
development of business contacts, whether one-on-one or in small groups. Connect with
decision-makers, entrepreneurs, developers and experts involved in renewable energy R&D.
Throughout the events, discover the latest innovations and optimization opportunities for
currently available technologies in the fields of energy storage, solar power, energy transition
and microgrids. Conducted by and for industry stakeholders and offered in an interactive
formula, the case studies presented allow participants to apply shared knowledge in their sector.
These expert-led events are geared toward problem-solving and the presentation of tools.
View the complete program
Storage Braindate | March 25, 2021
How can energy storage contribute to Quebec’s energy transition? Come and chat with others
about opportunities, challenges, solutions and innovations in this sector! By brainstorming
together, we can take the energy storage sector to the next level!
To learn more, click here.
Solar Braindate | May 13, 2021
Should Canada be using more solar in its energy development? Are you a stakeholder in Canada’s
solar PV sector? Are you interested in chatting with others about opportunities, challenges,
solutions and innovations in this sector? By brainstorming together, we can take solar power to
the next level!
To learn more, click here.

Canadian Energy Transition Event | June 16, 2021
The Canadian energy transition is synonymous with change. So let’s take a new approach to tackle
this challenge and identify concrete solutions to issues faced by the Canadian renewables and
energy transition sectors.
To learn more, click here.
Connected Microgrid Event | November 4, 2021
Connected microgrids offer powerful avenues for energy management, notably in the municipal
sector. Discover different connected microgrid projects in Quebec, including advantages,
challenges and lessons learned.
To learn more, click here.
Mark you calendars with these event dates and subscribe to our newsletter to stay in the loop on
the latest news regarding our events!
For any questions concerning these events or related sponsorship opportunities, please email
Maryse Paquette or contact her by phone at 418-368-6162, x255.
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About Nergica
Nergica is a centre of applied research that stimulates innovation in the renewable energy industry
through research, technical assistance, technology transfer and technical support for businesses
and communities. In concrete terms, Nergica is a non-profit organization driven by an accomplished
team of experts with access to research infrastructure operating in a unique natural environment.
Firmly entrenched in the applied research networks of Quebec and Canada, Nergica collaborates
closely with industry players, research centres, international authorities, developers, small and
medium-sized enterprises, and communities.
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